PhD Forum - Call for Participation

The PhD Forum organization of the 9th “ARQUEOLÒGICA 2.0 & 3rd GEORES” – 2021 invites PhD students and young researchers to the hybrid joint international event ARQUEOLÒGICA 2.0 ‘International Congress on Archaeology, Computer Graphics, Cultural Heritage and Innovation’ and GEORES ‘GEOmatics and pREServation’.

PhD STUDENTS and young RESEARCHERS are warmly encouraged to participate in the special session dedicated to offering an opportunity to present their RESEARCH PROJECTS and any INTERDISCIPLINARY INITIATIVES they are currently concerned, or have been involved or conducted, with young colleagues from other disciplines or experts in specific research fields connected with the thematic of the joint conference. The PhD forum is proposed to create an occasion of common DISCUSSION and mutual ENRICHMENT from an international perspective. Specifically, the participants will have the chance to:

- Present a contribution with a submission in form of full paper or work-in-progress paper
- Present a research work related to the PhD/research path
- Present joint research conducted with a peer colleague or young researcher, or any other expert in specific disciplines
- Present a personal point of view—critical review related to topics of the conference, in with the candidate could be involved
- Propose its contribution in order to receive feedback and suggestions from peers and experienced researchers
- Increase their opportunities to have an overview of the cutting edge research addresses, technologies and applications
- Discuss with other researchers and colleagues in an informal way concerning the thematic areas of the conference
- Create a precious and durable network with peers and colleagues

An advisory board of the scientific committee will evaluate the submitted contributions in both forms and the researches reporting particularly innovative and outstanding research works and activities will be selected for a further publication on indexed journal, following the standard sessions mode.

THEMATIC AREAS:
The thematic areas are the same as the Congress, related to: ‘Digital Twins for Advanced Cultural Heritage Semantic Digitization’.

More information on the website: http://arqueo9-geores3.webs.upv.es/

PhD forum CO-CHAIRS:
Nannina Spanò (POLITO)
Giulia Sammartano (POLITO)
Valentina Bonora (UNIFI)
Mattia Previtali (POLIMI)
Roberto Pierdicca (UNIVPM)

For further information, please contact: giulia.sammartano@polito.it

IMPORTANT DATES:
Deadline for Submission
Full Papers: 15 Nov. 2020
Works in progress: 15 Nov. 2020
Notification of Acceptance
Full Papers: 15 Feb. 2020
Works in progress: 15 Jan. 2020
Final Submission
Full Papers: 15 Mar. 2020
Works in progress: 15 Feb. 2020